
CASKETS
OUR RANGE OF

prices as at July 2021



THE   Brunner RANGE - Kōtūkū

The Brunner Range (Kotuku)  
is constructed of natural  

timber veneer with a touch of 
elegance and style.

Macrocarpa Veneer casket
Macrocarpa veneer flat lid casket fitted with untreated solid macrocarpa handles.  

Internal furnishing can be selected according to individual preferences and include  

cream quilted fabrics, white silver fern embossed fabrics or environmentally friendly  

natural cotton fabric.

$2550.00

Rimu Veneer Casket
Rimu veneer flat lid casket fitted with untreated solid rimu handles. Internal furnishing  

can be selected according to individual preferences and include cream quilted fabrics,  

white silver fern embossed fabrics or environmentally friendly natural cotton fabric.

$2550.00



Solid Rimu Casket
Natural untreated rimu timber casket finished with solid timber handles and backing plates. 
Internal furnishing can be selected according to individual preferences and include cream quilted 

fabrics, white silver fern embossed fabrics or environmentally friendly natural cotton fabric.

$5195.00

Solid Pine Heritage Casket
Natural pine timber casket finished with solid timber handles and backing plates.Internal 
furnishing can be selected according to individual preferences and include cream quilted 

fabrics, white silver fern embossed fabrics or environmentally friendly natural cotton fabric.

$2525.00

Solid Macrocarpa Casket
Natural untreated macrocarpa timber casket finished with solid timber handles and backing plates. 
Internal furnishing can be selected according to individual preferences and include cream quilted 

fabrics, white silver fern embossed fabrics or environmentally friendly natural cotton fabric.

$4395.00

THE   Brunner RANGE

The Brunner Range is 
constructed of natural  
timber veneer with a touch  
of elegance and style.



THE  Takahe
FLAT LID - PAINTED
Always available in stock are these white,  

green, or blue coloured caskets fitted with  

silver handles. The lining fabric is embossed  

with a white silver fern.

 $1850.00
The Takahe Range is  
a real personal choice  
and is ideal if you have  
a favourite colour. In  
fact you can have just  
any colour you want!

RAISED LID - CUSTOM PAINTED

If white, green or blue are not your colours then 

we can supply a casket that’s just right for you. 

Taking about 48 hours we can arrange to have 

a casket painted any colour of your choice, just 

bring in a sample, the sky’s the limit! Speak to 

your Funeral Director for a detailed quote.

from $2395.00 (Includes painting)

 RANGE



THE  Kea RANGE

The Kea Range has a touch of class 
and style about it, with traditional 

dark wood options and native  
New Zealand rimu to choose from. 

Mahogany Veneer
Mahogany veneer double raised lid casket fitted with solid mahogany handles.  

Lavishly furnished internally with a five piece quilted fabric.

$2795.00

Rimu Veneer
Rimu veneer double raised lid casket with solid rimu handles.  

Lavishly furnished internally with a five piece quilted fabric.

$2795.00

THE  Kiwi RANGE
The Kiwi Range is affordable,  
simple but elegant. It’s ideal  
for those seeking to personalise  
the casket and is suitable to  
write, draw or even paint on. 

Belmont Casket 
Plain flat lid MDF casket. Furnished with six solid pine handles.  

Internally furnished with cream quilted fabric.

$1325.00

Belmont Casket Eco-rope handles
Plain flat lid MDF casket. Furnished with six thick rope handles.  

Internally furnished with cream quilted fabric.

$1325.00



THE  Tui RANGE

Rimu Finish (flat lid)

Rimu woodgrain polished finish with a flat lid.  

Furnished with a cream fabricquilted interior and silver handles.

$1575.00

Rimu Finish (raised lid)

Rimu woodgrain polished finish with a raised lid.  

Furnished with a cream fabric quilted interior and silver handles.

$1895.00
The Tui Range of caskets  
are constucted from mdf 
with a quality woodgrain 
finish for an exquisite 
timber grain appearance.



THE   Huia RANGE

The Huia Range has an 
interesting and unusual  
shape to it, designed for  
those who perhaps want 

something different.

Greco Rosewood Casket
Rosewood woodgrain polished finish with double raised lid and silver drop bar handles.  

Internally furnished with luxurious satin ruched fabric.

$2495.00

Greco Rimu Casket
Rimu woodgrain polished finish with double raised lid and silver drop bar handles.  

Internally furnished with luxurious satin ruched fabric.

$2495.00

THE  Ruru RANGE

The Ruru Range is truly unique.  
The rosewood always looks spectacular in the 
Nelson Bays sun and the flocked casket is not 

available Anywhere else in New Zealand.

Rosewood Veneer
Rosewood double raised lid polished casket fitted with unique long bar handles or 

solid rosewood handles. A satin ruched interior sets this rosewood off perfectly. 

$2450.00



The Kakapo Range captures  
real elegance and style with  
two choices of solid wood 
couches, handcrafted  
by master craftsmen over  
many hours. 

The top of this range couch  
has a split opening with a  
quality high gloss finish.

Solid Rosewood Couch
Solid timber rosewood coloured split lid couch with silver long  
bar handles. Dressed in a luxurious hand fitted satin ruched fabric.

$6450.00

THE Kakapo  RANGE

Solid Rimu Couch
Solid timber rimu split lid couch with silver long bar handles.  
Dressed in a luxurious hand fitted satin ruched fabric.

$8875.00



Hand crafted solid timber 
range of four wood type 
caskets. Routered panels wth 
elegant double raised lids.

Oak Timber
Solid oak double raised lid casket with silver or gold solid handles.  

Internally fitted with luxurious five piece quilted fabrics.

$5685.00

Mahogany Timber
Solid mahogany double raised lid casket fitted with turned mahogany  

handles. Internally fitted with luxurious five piece quilted fabrics.

$6155.00

THE  Kereru RANGE

Macrocarpa Timber 
Solid macrocarpa double raised lid casket fitted with turned macrocarpa handles. 

Internally fitted with luxurious five piece quilted fabrics.

$5035.00

Rimu Timber
Solid rimu double raised lid casket with fitted turned rimu handles.  

Internally fitted with luxurious five piece quilted fabrics.

$6415.00



THE  MiromiroRANGE
Tasman Willow
Tasman Willow come with manila rope handles and a plywood base. They have a natural, subtle 

combination of willowy colours: tan, chestnut, khaki and green. They also feature a stained wood 

inset panel in the lid for decoration or for friends and family to write messages.

Tasman Willow caskets are lined and contained. They are fitted with three layers - a recycled wool 

layer, a biodegradable, waterproof cornstarch layer and to finish an unbleached calico cotton layer. 

A pillow made of unbleached calico cotton is also included.

$3225.00

Natural Wicker
Our wicker caskets are constructed from natural stripped plantation willow saplings, woven 

into the typical casket form and finished with an attractive woven hem and a plywood base. 

The interior of the casket, including the lid is fully lined in an unbleached calico. Calico 

headrests and veils are included.

$2100.00

we offer five options in 
environmentally friendly caskets. 
We believe that your final 
footprint should be a small one. 
That’s why we stock caskets with 
the environment in mind.

The miromiro range is very  
eco friendly. woven with  
willow (a sustainable crop)  
it is completely biodegradable, 
flexible and very strong. grown 
and woven in golden bay - a very 
attractive and environmentally 
friendly option. 



The Shroud Bearer (Red)
Minimal, functional and elegant, the Shroud Bearer comes with silk lacing and leather handles. Either use the 

provided shroud or your own shroud or blanket. The Shroud Bearer is suitable for a natural burial or cremation.

$1115.00

Solid Untreated Pine
Plain natural untreated pine timber finished with untreated natural pine handles.  

Interiors are dressed in enviornmentally friendly natural cotton fabric or bamboo fabrics.

$2225.00

For both cremation and burial, 
the majority of caskets are 
manufactured from mdf 
(medium density fibre board), 
with a wood grain transfer 
or a true timber veneer.

THE  MiromiroRANGE

Low sides are ideal for lying in state at home or  

on the marae. Perfect choice for a natural burial.

MDF FACTS
DOES MDF CONTAIN NASTY GLUES?

The process of MDF manufacturing does not involve 

the use of poisonous chemicals or heavy metals like 

arsenic, copper, mercury, chlorine or bleach.

HOW ENVIRONMENTALLY CONSIDERATE IS MDF?

New Zealand MDF is made from renewable, 

sustainable local forests (predominantly pine). The 

best parts of the trees are used for structural timber, 

while the top third of trees, as well as remnants from 

local saw mill, are used to make MDF.

IS MDF SUITABLE FOR BURIAL?

Yes! In a study investigating the biodegradability 

of composite wood materials, it was concluded 

that the materials were aerobically biodegradable 

and there was no toxicity towards photobacteria 

(bacteria associated with plants) or substances of 

environmental concern in biodegradation.

The following selection of Casket’s are not held in-stock  
however are available. There could be a delay of up to  
three business days for these to arrive. 



Natural Legacy
Natural Legacy wool caskets are a beautiful and comforting alternative to a traditional casket.   

Gentle on the eye and soft to the touch. Natural Legacy wool caskets, are loved by families for  

the less severe and more personalised farewell.

Suitable for both burial and cremation, the non traditional casket shape, combined with the soft 

strokeable finish allows a more relatable and less “final” experience for those left behind and can 

particularly be comforting to sensitive and younger members at a service.

$2485.00

A NATURAL CHOICE
Wool is a fibre with a true ‘green’ 

lineage. An annually renewable and truly 

sustainable resource it is Mother Nature’s 

own SMART fibre, highly functional and 

perfect for multiple uses whilst being fully 

biodegradable without causing damage 

to our precious planet.

Dorset Solid Recycled Knotty Rimu Raised Lid
Let the quality of the timber speak for itself in this unique range of oiled caskets.  Available in 

a selection of two quality timbers. This unique knotty timber which gives these caskets their 

character, is a by-product from the timber industry.  

$4225.00

THE   Brunner RANGE

The Brunner Range is 
constructed of natural  

timber veneer with a touch  
of elegance and style.



Kereru  

The image of the majestic kereru was painted by artist Fiona Clarke

Rose 
The red roses embrace the time honoured way to say ‘I love you’ 

Silverfern
The iconic silver fern on a black bacground is for the devoted AB fan or passionate kiwi.

ARTISAN
Award winning New Zealand designs. 

Low sides for a more natural viewing. 

Restrained material use minimises 

its environment impact. Printed with 

natural ink directly onto the lid.

$3759.35 

Matching Urns
Modelled on the iconic award-winning 

caskets. The urn is carefully designed, 

crafted with interlocking features, soft 

lines and curves. Images are printed 

directly onto the plywood.

$530.15 

THE  PiwakawakaRANGE

bespoke

Matching Urns
The ridge of the urn represents life and the many milestones 
we experience. Available in pohutukawa and dandelion.

wayfarer (Dandelion and Pohutukawa)
The Wayfarer’s slender sides and interlocking features enable it to be lightweight, very strong 

and retain a minimal elegant form. This plywood casket is finished with beautiful leather handles 

and latches on the lid. Printed with natural ink the dandelion has a legend that when you blow 

on the dandelion the seeds fly through the air carrying your thoughts and dreams to loved ones 

and the Pohutukawa has great spirtual significance for New Zealand.

$2735.25

$228.85

$228.85



TEAL
The Teal is the traditiional raised lid casket 

made from New Zealand pine. Designed with a 

groove around the base and a three-teired lid. 

$2308.00

ROSEWOOD: Has a vibrant rosewood gloss 

finish. The grains and colour tones changes 

on the amount of natural light recieved.

HICKORY: Has a water based gloss finish.  

The traditional colour choice provides  

a warmth that highlights the grains of  

the wood.

RIMU: Has a rimu water based gloss finish.  

The familiar New Zealand colour choice 

provides a natural appearance highlighting 

the natural grains.

Matching Urns
Please see Kowhai range.

THE  PiwakawakaRANGEKOWHAI
Made from solid New Zealand pine the 

Kowhai is the traditional flat lid casket  

with a groove running around the base  

to give a subtle hint of sophistication and 

tradition. Includes matching nameplate  

and solid bar handles. Engraving $35.00

$1775.00

ROSEWOOD: Has a strong rosewood satin 

finish.The grains and colour tones change 

with the amount of natural light recieved.

HICKORY: Has a water based satin finish.  

The traditional colour choice provides  

a warmth that highlights the grains of  

the wood.

RIMU: Has a rimu water based satin finish.  

The familiar New Zealand colour choice 

provides a natural appearance highlighting 

the natural grains.

Matching Urns
Handmade from solid New Zealand pine 

with a water-based satin finish. These urns 

match both the Kowhai and Teal ranges.

$332.35 



MARSDEN HOUSE FUNERAL SERVICES 
03 548 2770•www.marsdenhouse.co.nz
support@marsdenhouse.co.nz 

WAIMEA RICHMOND FUNERAL SERVICES
03 544 4400•www.wrfs.co.nz
support@wrfs.co.nz

GOLDEN BAY MOTUEKA FUNERAL SERVICES 
03 528 7787•www.gbmfs.co.nz 
support@gbmfs.co.nz

NELSON TASMAN CREMATIONS DIRECT 
03 542 2292•www.ntcd.co.nz 
support@hopegardenofremembrance.co.nz

HOPE GARDEN OF REMEMBRANCE 
03 542 2292•www.gardenofremembrance.co.nz 
support@hopegardenofremembrance.co.nz 


